Adjustable Dog Leash (and collar)

Adjustable Dog Collar and Adjustable Leash Tools and Materials
Dog Collar: Dog Collar Hardware Refill set from Creative Designworks -or- one side
release plastic buckle, one slip lock buckle, and one metal D-ring (all in the desired
width of your collar)
Dog Leash: Adjustable Leash Hardware Refill set from Creative Designworks -OR- one
swivel-ended metal snap hook, one slip lock buckle, and one strap keeper (all in
the desired width of your leash)
Quick Link or Split Ring
Fabric (I used basic cotton fabric)
Medium- to heavy- weight fusible interfacing (or interfacing plus fusible webbing)
Rotary cutter, cutting mat and ruler
Iron, ironing board and pressing cloth
Sewing machine, coordinating thread and scissors
Step One: Determine the length and width of your collar and leash.
I measured my dog’s neck and doubled that measurement for the length of fabric for
the collar–18″ for my petite pooch. For the leash, I decided that I wanted a 6-foot(ish)
leash, so I added an extra foot in length for the handle and for some “play” in the
adjustment–for a final length of 7 feet (84″). I decided to make both the collar and the
leash the same width–5/8″. This decision was based upon the collar and leash my
precious Jasmine was already wearing.
Step Two: Measure and Cut Your Fabric
The width of your fabric strip for both the collar and the leash should be 4 times the
width of your final piece. For my 5/8″ set, 4 times 5/8″ = 20/8″ = 2 1/2″.
Using your rotary cutter, ruler and cutting board, cut even strips of fabric until you have
the length you need for BOTH projects. Unless you have a very long piece of fabric
from which you can cut a single strip for the leash, you will need to cut two or three
strips and sew them together to create one long strip.
Subtract 1/4″ from your width measurement for the fabric strips and cut the fusible

interfacing strips (or both interfacing and fusible webbing). For my project, this mean
that my fusible interfacing strips were 2 1/4″ wide.

Step Two-Point-Five: If Required, Sew Your Leash Strip
Sew together your shorter fabric strips, right sides together, to create one long
continuous strip for the leash. I like to use the “bias” strip method of creating a diagonal
seam (aids in strength), but you don’t have to be as picky as I am. Trim the seam
allowances to about 1/4″.
Step Three: Fuse and Press Your Strips
Press open the seam allowances for the leash strip. Lay the leash strip out on your
ironing board, right side down. Place the fusible interfacing adhesive side down onto the
back side of the fabric strip. If using fusible webbing, place it paper-side up onto the
back of the fabric strip. Place your pressing cloth on top of the assembly and fuse the
interfacing or webbing to the fabric, following manufacturer’s instructions on time and
temperature. If using fusible webbing, let it cool, peel off the paper and place the
interfacing strip on top and fuse the interfacing to the fabric. Do the same for your collar
strip.
Step Four: Press Your Strips Into Final Form
Fold your strip in half lengthwise, interfacing sides together and press with a hot iron.
Open up the strip and fold one raw edge to the center and press the fold. Turn over so
the first finished side is on the bottom. Fold the top raw edge towards the center, all the
while matching the edge that you made with the first side. When complete, you will have
a neat strip with one folded edge and two folded seams with the raw edges folded
inside. Do this with both the leash and collar strips.
Step Five: Sew Seams
Thread your sewing machine and bobbin with coordinating thread. Sew both the open
seam and the folded seam of the strips so you have two parallel lines of stitching down
the length of the strips.
Step Six: Sew and Assemble Adjustable Collar
Decide which side of your collar is the “right” side (facing out) and the “wrong” side
(touching the dog’s neck).
Place the “wrong” side of the strip up and slide on the slip lock buckle on the right-hand
end of the strip, threading the strip under the edge of the buckle, over the center
bar, and under the other edge. Fold the end of the strip to the “right” side of the
strip and sew the end down, using a zig-zag stitch to finish the raw edge. I made
two parallel rows of zig-zag stitches and then straight stitched a big X between
those rows.
With the wrong side still facing up, place the “female” end of the slide release buckle

through the other end of the strip. Have the buckle right-side up and thread it
from bottom to top. Pull the slide release buckle down towards the sewn slip lock
buckle. Fold the fabric strip back towards the slip lock buckle and thread it
through the slip lock buckle–over the previously sewn strip (again under-overunder).
Thread the fabric strip through the D-ring and then through the “male” end of the slide
release buckle–under the edge, over the center bar, and under the edge. Make
sure that you have the buckle right-side up–if in doubt, make sure it fits correctly
with the secured “female” end before sewing. Fold the strip under, leaving a tail
that’s long enough to secure both the buckle and the D-ring. Sew to secure the
buckle (zig-zag edges and straight-stitched X) and then sew the end to secure
the D-ring and finish off the raw edge. You now have an adjustable collar for
your pet!
Step Seven: Sew and Assemble Adjustable Leash
Now that you have the hang of sewing the collar, the leash is a breeze. While you
theoretically have a wrong and right side for the leash, it really isn’t a big deal.
Pull the end of the strip through the slip lock buckle (under-over-under). Fold the raw
edge to the other side and sew using parallel zig-zag stitches and a straight stitch
X between. Make sure to capture the raw edge under the zig-zag stitch.
Thread the other end of the leash strip through the strap keeper, through the snap hook,
back through the strap keeper and through the top of the slip lock buckle.
Fold the end of the leash strip to create a handle. Secure the end of the strip using the
parallel zig-zag stitches and a straight stitch X between. Make sure to capture
the raw edge under the zig-zag stitch.
Step Eight: Tag and Enjoy!
Use the optional Quick Link to secure your dog’s tags to the collar. The Quick Link
allows you to move the tags quickly and easily from collar to collar. The Split Ring is
more secure. The choice is yours!

